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INTRODUCTION

The Historic Resources Survey of Route 66 in Texas is a comprehensive inventory of buildings, structures, objects and sites associated with Route 66 in Texas during the national period of significance (1926-1970). The survey area roughly follows the path of Old Route 66, now loosely associated with Interstate 40, through the Panhandle region of Texas. The project area extends along I-40 from the Oklahoma and Texas border in the eastern part of the state to the Texas and New Mexico border in the west. The areas of investigation include all historic alignments of Route 66, properties visible from the highway (now Interstate 40) in rural areas, properties located directly on the highway in the city of Amarillo, and the commercial districts of every other community that once were served by Route 66. This survey report summarizes the findings of the survey and identifies individual properties and districts that are potentially eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.

The survey identified 657 properties associated with Route 66 in Texas. Of that total, 358 are estimated to have been built after 1950. The majority of the resources surveyed – 345 properties – are found within Amarillo along the primary Route 66 alignments (Amarillo Boulevard, Sixth Avenue and Fillmore). The remaining 312 properties are located primarily in the small communities found alongside historic Route 66. The largest concentration of historic resources are found in McLean (81), Shamrock (48) and Groom (47). Glenrio, with 12 properties, represents the most cohesive grouping of resources specifically related to Route 66 and its historic context. Of the 657 properties identified, one district (Glenrio) and approximately twenty-four individual properties may be eligible for listing on the National Register as part of the Route 66 historical context. Many of these properties were constructed between 1950 and 1955, and may not yet meet the 50-year age requirement for registration. It should also be noted that ten properties not specifically related to the Route 66 context (although they are immediately adjacent to an historic alignment of the highway) have been identified as potentially eligible.

This report is intended as a foundation for further research related to individual properties and collections of resources located along Route 66. The report includes a discussion of survey and research methods, survey data, and recommendations for future historic designations of individual properties and historic districts. These recommendations are based on field observation and a small amount of archival research, and are subject to revision pending further research and development of individual property histories. This report is a companion to the Statewide Historic Context for Route 66 in Texas, which establishes the context within which these road-related cultural resources may be evaluated and assessed. Both the Historic Resource Survey and the Statewide Historic Context follow models established by other states (New Mexico, Oklahoma, Illinois, and Arizona) that have conducted research related to their own Route 66 related resources.
SURVEY METHODS

Overview

The Texas Route 66 Survey project area is defined as the area lying within sight of the historic road alignment, including the commercial districts through which Route 66 passed. This survey concentrates on commercial resources (though in some cases domestic buildings were directly linked to an adjacent commercial building) and specifically on resources that were directly linked to Route 66 in terms of service (i.e. related to travel and tourism) and development (i.e. development that is directly dependent upon or related to Route 66 users). In the majority of the towns under consideration (Amarillo and perhaps Shamrock excepted), the officially designated Route 66 is essentially an overlay or renaming of what was an important transportation artery before the existence of the major national highway system. The number of properties that are categorized as “General Commercial” (349, of which only 50 were specifically auto-related) illustrates the predominance of general use resources over specific travel-related properties along the corridor. This survey, however, underscores the development of a number of specific road-related resources that resulted from the notable increase of through-traffic, and particularly those associated with the tourism trade. It is not insignificant that 115 gas stations, 57 eating establishments, and 69 motels (lodging) are interspersed between the general commercial, domestic, and civic buildings that are found alongside the road. Subsequent development (after the construction of Interstate 40 and the decommissioning of Route 66) has lead to the demise and replacement of many of the historic road-related resources that once populated this roadside. This is particularly evident along 12th Street or Route 66 through Shamrock, and along Amarillo Boulevard (the post 1953-alignment of Route 66) in Amarillo. Properties already listed in the National Register of Historic Places, including the Route 66 – Sixth Street Historic District on the west side of Amarillo, were not included in the scope of this survey.

Identification and Evaluation: Field Investigations

The survey of historic and architectural resources of U.S. Route 66 in Texas is based upon the inventory completed by Texas Historical Commission staff in association with a consulting architectural historian. Gregory Smith of the Texas Historical Commission (SHPO) and Michael Taylor from the National Park Service Route 66 Corridor Preservation Program provided initial delimitation of the corridor survey area. Smith and the consulting architectural historian, Monica Penick, conducted a preliminary reconnaissance overview of the survey area on May 29-31, 2002. This team identified concentrations of historic buildings along the route (primarily in commercial districts of each roadside community) and familiarized themselves with the various historic alignments of the road. The specific survey area was determined at that time.

All properties identified in conjunction with the SHPO were documented in the field by the consulting architectural historian, Monica Penick during May, June and July 2002. The field survey included:
- Identifying all pre-1970 road-related resources (buildings, structures, sites, and objects) within the determined project area
- Assigning each property a unique inventory number
- Determining street address or description of location
• Completing survey forms for each identified resource, noting location, resource type, site features, function, construction date, threats, integrity, priority, and general architectural descriptions.

• Photographing each resource using 35mm black and white print film, providing at least one view of the street façade. In most cases, it was possible to take multiple photographs of each resource to include secondary elevations and site features.

The consultant began the survey at the eastern Texas border and worked west toward the Texas and New Mexico border. Commercial districts and road segments were surveyed concurrently. Amarillo was surveyed out of sequence and at the end of the project period. Because each town along the route has a unique layout, there is no standardized system for documentation. In most towns, the consultant generally worked west to east along one side of the route, and from east to west along the other side (this facilitated photography). Again, this method was often dependent upon traffic flow, one-way streets and distance between resources. Amarillo was surveyed using a block-by-block method (except where the streets were divided by a wide median), resulting in the consultant documenting both sides of the street in a given city block before moving on to the subsequent block. Amarillo Boulevard (Route 66 from 1953) was surveyed first, followed by the previously undocumented segments of 6th Avenue and Fillmore.

Using planning maps supplied by city and county offices, the consultant created field survey maps onto which all property locations and building footprints were sketched. Each property was then assigned an inventory number, consisting of the county code (as listed in the National Register Bulletin, “How to Complete the National Register Registration Form,” Appendix II), the city code (as derived from the first two letters of each city name, with the exception of Landergin which was assigned the city code LN to differentiate it from Lark, LA), and the city property number (assigned sequentially as encountered along the survey route in each town). Inventory numbers appear both on the field map and the Historic Resource Inventory Form.

Each surveyed property was photographed with 35 mm black and white print film. The consultant recorded roll and frame numbers onto the corresponding inventory form. Directional views were also recorded. In most cases, the consultant was able to take multiple photographs, depicting the overall view of the building from the street (Route 66), oblique views, and detail views. Because signage is an important part of the road-related context, the consultant photographed all intact signs adjacent to historic properties (and some free-standing historic signs). Additional photos were taken of intact road segments and vistas.

Physical descriptions were written on site, and the Historic Resource Inventory Form was completed in accordance with SHPO guidelines and as follows:

• The historic name refers to either the name of the original or most significant building owner, or the business housed within the building during its period of significance. In many cases, there were more than one historic name of note. Because of a lack of documentary evidence (such as city directories), historic names have been omitted for many properties in the smaller communities throughout the region. Properties in Amarillo were the exception, and many of these historic names were gathered from city directory and yellow page listings.

• The current name of the property refers to owner’s name or business name as ascertainable from business signs or yellow page listings. In many cases, privately held properties and vacant properties remained unnamed.

• Address refers to street address, or the location description when no address is assigned or not available). Lot, block and addition information was gathered from lot and block maps provided by city and county government offices. The communities of Glenrio, Boydston, Jericho, Conway and Lark were not platted in this way, and the lot and block information is
therefore not available. In most cases, the consultant did not investigate specific ownership information for each property, and the owner’s address information has been left blank.

- Resource type has been determined according to the National Register Bulletin, “How to Complete the National Register Registration Form.” The majority of property types in this survey fall under the category of building. Because of the nature of this survey, the term district has not been used (with the assumption that district determinations will be made at a later date).

- Landscape and site features are major features that contribute to the character of the property. The survey card indicates the presence of gravel or paved driveways, formal landscape elements (such as planting beds), swimming pools, retaining walls, fencing or decorative space demarcations, and signage (remnants or intact). The consultant has also recorded remnants of historic features, such as the traces of pump islands at gas stations, that are important for identifying the historic use of the property. This activity has been particularly useful given the fact that many of these buildings have been significantly altered over time.

- Outbuildings are small-scale buildings that are disconnected from the main property either by distance or by use. For the most part, these are small storage, utility or livestock sheds that are briefly described.

- The current and historic function of each property was determined by direct observation and information obtained in city directories, yellow pages, or other local sources (advertisements, business cards, newspaper clippings). The major types and subtypes were determined in accordance with the table provided in the National Register Bulletin, “How to Complete the National Register Registration Form.” For clarification and documentation purposes, the consultant has indicated specific commercial use (e.g., gas station, filling station, auto repair, tourist court, etc). Many of the surveyed properties have had a large number of occupants and uses – in these cases, the historic use has been assigned according to its greatest relevance to the Route 66 context (for example, a number of gas stations have been converted to retail establishments at some point in their history; these have been listed as “gas station.”).

- Construction dates, where known, were indicated on the survey form. The sources for actual (rather than estimated) construction dates were established through building cornerstones, interviews with owners or other local sources. The majority of the construction dates are estimated based on historic Sanborn maps, city directories and yellow pages, and the consultant’s knowledge of general trends in architectural style, development, construction methods and building materials. Estimates are plus or minus five years. In the case of vernacular and folk examples, estimates are understandably tenuous. All estimated dates are clearly indicated.

- Because of the cursory nature of this first survey effort, little research has been done to determine architects and builders for most properties, but buildings are attributed whenever possible.

- Possible threats and level of integrity have been judged according to on-site observations. The majority of the properties along the survey corridor have been altered; because the period of significance spans almost five decades, the consultant did not consider general change to the physical fabric as a “threat.” Neglect and vacancy pose the greatest problems for resources along this corridor.

- Integrity was evaluated according to the National Register Bulletin, “How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation,” section VIII. Integrity of location, setting, workmanship, feeling and association were determined as recommended by the National Register publication. Because of unique nature of the Route 66 corridor, however, special consideration was given in regards to design and materials. As stated above, the vast majority of properties along Route 66 have experienced some degree of alteration. It is important to remember that change – or more specifically, “modernization,” – is part of the context of this tourist-dependent corridor. Gas stations, motels, restaurants and other commercial or retail
establishments were motivated to update their facades in order to attract customers. Frequent renovation was expected within the motel industry, and those who did not “keep up” fell to their competition. Therefore, when assessing integrity, particularly in terms of design and materials, we must consider larger patterns of development that include provisions for frequent change. Certainly, historic properties must be recognizable according to its type, but again, change must be built into the property type itself.

- Priority status was assigned according to the individual significance of a specific property, degree of integrity, possibility of threat, and relative scarcity of a property type (i.e.: intact tourist cabin court).
- General architectural descriptions were made during the field survey. The consultant described only those elements that were visible from the public right-of-way.

Historical Research

Preliminary historical research was conducted to establish the historical themes within which each property would be examined. This initial background research, conducted by staff of the Texas Historical Commission and the consulting architectural historian, consisted of obtaining general information about each community and general information about U.S. Route 66. Other research conducted by the THC staff and the consultant included the examination of city directories, telephone directories (yellow pages), Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, county histories, individual community histories, local museum collections and exhibits. Following the survey, additional historical research was undertaken to close any gaps remaining in the historical record. Specific repositories of information consulted include the following:

Texas Historical Commission Library (SHPO), Austin
- Jericho Cemetery historical marker file
- The Ranchotel, National Register Nomination
- Amarillo Sixth Street Historic District, National Register Nomination
- Tower Station, National Register Nomination
- Amarillo Historic Building Survey

Barker Texas History Collection, The Center for American History, University of Texas at Austin

The Barker Collection holds many resources that helped to complete the historical context, particularly in relation to state or community-specific historical information. Research was geared toward a general period of significance to include 1926-1970.

Telephone directories for:
- McLean (1963-69, 1971)
- Vega (1966-1971)


Sanborn maps consulted in this study are available through the Center for American History and through Digital Sanborn Maps 1867-1970, available on the World Wide Web at http://sanborn.umi.com. These
maps were only made for the three largest towns in the Panhandle, and only for a few limited years. Maps available are:

- Amarillo (1902, 1904, 1908, 1918, 1913, 1921, 1922, 1955);
- McLean (1933);
- Shamrock (1926, 1931, 1939).

_Amarillo Times_ (newspaper, various years)

_The Vega Enterprise_ (newspaper, various years)

Various Automobile guidebooks, including:

- *Goodrich route book of Texas* (1915-16)
- *Texas State Highway Guide* (1918)
- *Tourist guide of eating and lodging in Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Louisiana, Old Mexico, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas* (1953);

_General Libraries, University of Texas at Austin_

- *Texas Guidebook* (1940-1978)

Most of these guidebooks provided little information of value and little detail. These help with creating a historic context, but not with positively identifying buildings or the majority of businesses along Route 66.

_The Texas State Library and Archives, Austin_

The State Archives contain a number of state maps and guidebooks that were useful:

- *Map Showing Proposed System of State Highways*, 1917
- *Highway Map of Texas*, 1919
- *National Map Companies Map of Texas*, 1920
- *Mileage Map of Best Roads in Texas*, 1920-30
- *Official Highway Map of Texas*, 1926
- *Official Highway Map of Texas, Federal Aid System*, 1935
- *Federal Aid Highway System Progress Maps*, various years

Guide books appropriate for this research, including:

- *Official Automobile Red Book* (1924)

_Local repositories: Carson County_

Route 66 towns: Conway, Groom, Lark

- Staff at the City of Groom provided preliminary copies of lot and block maps.
- Carson County appraisal District provided copies of lot and block maps and other tax roll information.
- Groom Library has a large collection of historic phone directories, though these do not list building addresses (only gives name and phone number).

_Local repositories: Deaf Smith County_

Route 66 town: Glenrio

- No known repositories. Part of Glenrio is in New Mexico, and information may be available through state agencies, libraries, and associations.

_Local repositories: Donley County_

Route 66 town: Jericho
An exploration of the Donley County Library in Clarendon turned up only a small collection of high school yearbooks and a small newspaper collection documenting the centennial of the town. There was no mention of Jericho, and no known telephone directories.

Local repositories: Gray County
Route 66 towns: Alanreed, Boydston, McLean
- Delbert and Ruth Trew, Devil’s Rope Museum, McLean Alanreed Area Museum. The Devil’s Rope Museum has an extensive Route 66 collection, including a permanent exhibition that features valuable historic photographs. They also have a number of scrapbooks filled with Route 66 articles dating mostly from the last two decades. McLean is the permanent home of The Texas Old Route 66 Association, which established the first Route 66 Museum on the Mother Road, with its offices in the Devil’s Rope Museum.
- The McLean-Alanreed Area Museum, located in McLean. Contains excellent exhibit on historic Alanreed (though most material relates to period before Route 66), and family and community histories for both towns. They maintain a filing cabinet full of archival information, yet to be explored.

Local repositories: Oldham County
Route 66 Towns: Adrian, Boise, Everett, Landergin, Vega, Wildorado
- The staff (Jen Carter and Brenda Perkins) at the Oldham County Appraisal District in Vega provided copies of lot and block maps, legal descriptions and other information from the county tax rolls for Adrian, Vega and Wildorado. Ms. Carter and Ms. Perkins, both long-time residents of the area, also provided other information on local history.
- Joanne Harwell has a personal collection of information, including newspaper clippings, historic photos and historic postcards. She is a good source for putting researchers into contact with local residents who might be candidates for an oral history project.
- Adrian and Vega Schools also keep old issues of high school yearbooks in which businesses placed advertisements. This is a good source for business names and sometimes sketches or photographs of the buildings in which specific businesses are housed.

Local repositories: Potter County
Route 66 Towns: Amarillo, Bushland, Washburn
- Amarillo Public Library maintains a publicly accessible collection of invaluable city directories and business pages. Reference librarians keep a Route 66 file (featuring articles readily available elsewhere)

Local repositories: Wheeler County
Route 66 Towns: Lela, Shamrock
- No known repositories. The Pioneer West Museum in Shamrock may have some information beyond their small Route 66 exhibit.
- Margaret Dorman, County Historical Commission Chairperson, is a helpful resource.
National Register Eligibility Determinations

National Register Status is the consultant’s recommendation for eligibility for nomination and listing, either individually, as part of a historic district. “Listed” is only applicable to two individual properties (The Ranchotel in Amarillo and the Tower Station in Shamrock), and to one historic district (the Amarillo Sixth Street Historic District, not surveyed as part of this project).

- “Individually Eligible” indicates that the property meets the National Register criteria for individual listing.
- “Eligible: Historic District” as a Contributing Property is noted for those properties that, in the consultant’s opinion, would contribute to a potential historic district.
- “Not Eligible” pertains to those properties that do not meet the exceptional criteria due to age, fail to meet criteria for significance, or lack integrity.

For this survey, an additional recommendation is used to recognize those properties that do not meet the current National Register fifty-year cut-off date, but are significant to the Route 66 era. These properties are marked as “Potentially Eligible” or “Potentially Eligible as a Contributing Property” with the recommendation that they be reevaluated when they reach fifty years of age.

Eligibility recommendations were made based on the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, as found in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 36, Part 60 and reprinted in the National Register Bulletin “How to Apply to National Register Criteria for Evaluation.” The specific historic context of Route 66 in Texas relates to Criterion A (a significant event, or series of events or activities) and Criterion C (building forms, or an architectural style relating to a stage of physical development, or the use of a material or method of construction that shape the historic identity of an area such as the Route 66 corridor). The status of eligibility for individual districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects was determined based on each property’s association with the Route 66 historic context and the historic integrity of those features necessary to convey the property’s significance (integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association). The property was also determined to be significant under one or more of the four Criteria for Evaluation:

- Criterion A: properties associated with the events, patterns of events, or trends significant to the development and use of Route 66.
- Criterion B: associated with the lives of persons significant to the history of Route 66.
- Criterion C: buildings, structures, or objects whose architectural form (or type), style or method of construction reflect important design qualities integral to Route 66 history. These embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguished entity whose components may lack individual distinction. These types of properties demonstrate the pattern of features common to a particular class of resource (i.e. Property type), the individuality or variation of features within the type, the evolution of the type, or the evolution of a type.
- Criterion D: have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history of Route 66.

Most of the resources along Route 66 that have been determined eligible meet either or both Criterion A and Criterion C.
SURVEY RESULTS

Route 66 stretches approximate 178 miles across the Texas Panhandle, crossing through seven counties and nineteen towns or cities. The survey team identified 657 properties associated with (or adjacent to) Route 66 in Texas (see Appendix A: Survey Inventory). This survey for the most part only documented commercial properties (rather than residential), and specifically properties that had a direct relationship to, or association with, the route. The majority of the resources surveyed (345 properties) are found within Amarillo, and the remaining 312 properties are located in rural areas and in the smaller communities found alongside historic Route 66. Survey data was collected and is organized by county and by community. Potter County contains the greatest number of resources (351), Gray County has 102, Carson County has seventy-three, Oldham County has sixty, Wheeler County has fifty-four, Deaf Smith County has twelve, and Donley County has five resources associated with Route 66. The largest concentrations of historic resources are found in the communities of McLean (81), Shamrock (48) and Groom (47). Glenrio, with its twelve properties (some lie in New Mexico), represents the most cohesive grouping of resources specifically related to Route 66 and its historic context.

Because continued occupancy and use is crucial to maintaining or preserving Route 66 resources, the survey team has noted whether buildings remain in use or sit vacant. Of the 657 properties surveyed, 38% are currently vacant (or appear to be either unused or used only for private activities such as storage of personal goods). The majority of these vacant buildings are in communities other than Amarillo (only 46 of 179 total unoccupied buildings are in Amarillo).

Survey data is also organized according to property type and property subtype. These categorizations are based on the buildings form and function during the Period of Significance (1926-1970). Each property is categorized according to information gathered during fieldwork and archival research. Specific Types and Subtypes were determined according to precedent set by other states (i.e., New Mexico), and generally fall into the following categories:

Property Types

- **Gas**: includes any filling station or gas station. Encompasses stations that are combined with service bays, cafés, convenience stores, retail establishments, and truck stops. See Statewide Historic Context for a detailed description of Gas Station Types.
- **Food**: includes any free-standing business that operated as an eating establishment. This category includes restaurants, drive-in restaurants (these have no dining space), and bars. This category does not include cafés that were attached to gas stations or motels.
- **Lodging**: includes any form of lodging that was rented out to the traveling public. In a few instances, private residences have been documented when it is apparent that these were linked to Route 66. Lodging facilities generally include campgrounds, tourist cabins or courts, motels, and hotels. See Statewide Historic Context for a detailed description of Lodging Types and their historical development (evolution from one form to another).
- **General Commercial**: includes any building that serves commercial and retail needs that do not fall into any of the other categories of property types. The Subtypes become useful in distinguishing the type of building, particularly those that served auto-related functions (i.e. car dealerships) or agricultural functions (not specifically related to Route 66 but recorded nonetheless). Subtypes include auto related, industrial, curio and trading, entertainment (theaters, etc.), strip commercial development complexes, agricultural complexes, grain complexes, grocery or mercantile, and general services buildings.
• **Civic/Government**: While most of the buildings specifically associated with Route 66 do not fall into this category, there were a number of resources that were adjacent to the road. In some instances, transient travelers of Route 66 would have used these buildings just as permanent residents might have used them. This category includes churches, schools, post offices, city halls, fire departments, hospitals, public utilities, government buildings and a courthouse (in Oldham County).

• **Structure**: the most important type of structure recorded by this survey is the roadbed itself. This category also includes bridges, culverts, road marker, foundations or ruins, signs, railroad grade separation and other objects that appear to be related to the historic context.

Because the survey encompassed the central business districts in McLean, Conway, Groom, Adrian, and Vega, and Amarillo, a large number of General Commercial buildings were identified along the route. The majority of the buildings surveyed were categorized as general commercial (349). Gas Stations constituted the second largest category, with 115 resources. Eighty-five properties were used for Lodging, the majority of which were motels (53) and most of these were located in Amarillo (27). Fifty-seven properties are categorized as free-standing eating establishments; again, the majority of these are in Amarillo (40). Thirty-five Structures were found on the route, including five bridges and a number of culverts. Only sixteen Civic or Government-related buildings were documented.

Although individual building histories were not compiled as part of this survey, the survey team did determine or estimate construction dates for all properties surveyed. The majority of the construction dates are estimated based on historic Sanborn maps, city directories and yellow pages, and the consultant’s knowledge of general trends in architectural style, development, construction methods and building materials. Of the 657 properties surveyed, 358 were constructed in 1950 or later (estimates are meant to be plus or minus five years). This constitutes 55% of the total resources in the Route 66 corridor. Because the largest segment of Route 66 in Amarillo (along Amarillo Boulevard) was developed after 1953, many of the commercial properties along this stretch of highway date to the later part of the 1950s and early 1960s. In other communities (with the exception of Shamrock), Route 66 was merely a name given to an existing thoroughfare, and a large part of commercial development had occurred before World War II.
NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY RECOMMENDATIONS

Of the 657 properties identified, one district (Glenrio) and approximately twenty-four individual properties may be eligible for listing on the National Register as part of the Route 66 historical context. Many of these properties were constructed between 1950 and 1955, and may not yet meet the 50-year age requirement for registration. It should also be noted that three historic districts and ten individual properties not specifically related to the Route 66 context (although they are immediately adjacent to an historic alignment of the highway) have been identified as potentially eligible.

National Register Listings

One historic district and two individual properties within the survey area are listed on the National Register of Historic Places:
- Sixth Ave Historic District, Amarillo,
- The Ranchotel, Amarillo
- Tower Station / U-Drop-Inn, Shamrock

Individual Properties, Potentially Eligible for Listing

Twenty-four properties have been identified as potentially eligible under the Route 66 historic Context, pending further in-depth research and a compilation of individual property histories. These properties retain a high degree of integrity and convey the significance of certain property types within the Route 66 corridor. These properties have been chosen because they generally represent the best of their type, or unusually expressive architectural forms. The following recommendations have been made based on information gathered during the field survey, and properties were assessed for their significance with the Route 66 context and their ability to convey significance. These recommendations may be modified as more information is discovered.

Potentially eligible Road Segments
- Property 65-CO-0: road segment leading east into Conway.
- Property 375-AM-0: road segment leading from Highway 1925 to Amarillo Airport

Potentially eligible Structures
- Property 483-RU-1: Bridge, Wheeler County. Located approximately eight miles east of Shamrock on the I-40 access road.
- Property 375-AM-316: Burlington & Rock Island Underpass (1931). Located at South Fillmore in Amarillo. This structure is individually Eligible under Criteria A and C

Potentially eligible Tourist Courts and Motels
- Property 483-SH-42: 20 Trees Tourist Court, now vacant. Located in Shamrock.
- Property 65-GR-35: 66 Courts, now vacant.
- Property 359-VE-24: Vega Motel, occupied and operated as a motel. Eligibility is currently under consideration by National Register Staff at the THC.
- Property 375-AM-39: Colonial Manor Motel (ca. 1953), located on East Amarillo Blvd. Still functions as a motel.
- Property 375-AM-63: Biltmore Courts Tourist Camp, now Woods Inn (ca 1945), located on East Amarillo Blvd.
- Property 375-AM-82: Forest Hills Courts / Forest Hills Motel (ca. 1945), now vacant. Located on East Amarillo Blvd.
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• Property 375-AM-177: English Motel (ca. 1955), now vacant. Located on West Amarillo Blvd.

Potentially eligible Gas Stations
• Property 483-SH-6: PB Wooldridge Gas Station #2, now vacant. Located in Shamrock.
• Property 483-SH-30: PB Wooldridge Gas Station
• Property 179-MC-70: Philips 66 Gas Station, now museum-like displayed owned by Delbert and Ruth Trew. Located in McLean.
• Property 179-AL-5: 66 Super Station, now vacant but undergoing restoration. Located in Alanreed.
• Property 65-GR-34: 66 Courts Gas Station, now vacant.
• Property 65-CO-7: corner Gas Station in Conway, now vacant.
• Property 359-VE-4: Philips 66 / Magnolia Gas Station, now vacant. Located in Vega just off of the courthouse square.
• Property 375-AM-290: Gas Station (ca. 1925-30), now D & L Motor Sales, located on West 6th Avenue in Amarillo.

Potentially eligible Restaurants
• Property 375-AM-113: Ding How Chinese Restaurant (ca. 1951-57).
• Property 375-AM-238: Myers Fried Chicken Restaurant (ca. 1950), now Tommy’s Upholstery. Located on West 6th Avenue in Amarillo.

Potentially eligible General Commercial Buildings
• Property 359-AD-6: Bent Door Café, now vacant or used as personal storage.
• Property 359-AD-9: Giles Hotel/Adrian Mercantile (1909), extensively modified but Eligibility is currently under consideration by National Register Staff at the THC.

Ten properties have been identified as having the potential to be listed on the National Register of Historic Places based on their historical or architectural significance. Preliminary field survey has indicated that these buildings retain a high degree of integrity and further research would indicate if these could meet criteria for individual eligibility.

Potentially Eligible Individual Properties not specifically associated with Route 66
• Property 483-LE-3: Lela High School (1928)
• Property 65-GR-30: Groom Grocery, now Groom S & H Grocery
• Property 65-GR-32: Groom Mutual Hail Association (1928)
• Property 65-CO-13: Conway School (1930), now vacant.
• Property 359-VE-16: Roark Building (ca. 1925), now Roark Hardware. Located in Vega
• Property 359-AD-14: Adrian High School (1930)
• Property 375-AM-298: Commercial Building, now appears vacant. Located on West 6th Avenue in Amarillo
• Property 375-AM-299: adjacent to 298. Commercial Building once housed Jupe Apartments, now Custom Printing. Located on West 6th Avenue in Amarillo
• Property 375-AM-313: Commercial Building (ca. 1925), now Kitchen and Bath Center. Located on South Fillmore in Amarillo, adjacent to railroad grade separation.
• Property 375-AM-314: Commercial Building (ca. 1925), now appears vacant. Located on South Fillmore in Amarillo, adjacent to railroad grade separation.
Historic Districts Potentially Eligible for Listing

The results of the survey show that the concentrations of Route 66 related properties (that retain high degrees of integrity) in most areas of the state are not sufficient to constitute the formation of historic districts. The Route 66 Corridor has suffered extensive loss of historic fabric from demolition and/or redevelopment. This is particularly true in Shamrock (once filled with road-related resources) and along Amarillo Boulevard in Amarillo.

One potential district, however, has been identified as having a relatively intact concentration of related historic properties. The now-abandoned town of Glenrio contains twelve properties: one road segment, two building ruins, and nine intact historic buildings. Further research should indicate whether any historic properties have been lost (outside of the two evident ruins), although the physical evidence indicates the town remains for the most part intact. The proposed boundaries of the Glenrio district stretch from the Interstate 40 on-ramp on the eastern border of town to the end of the paved road on the western end of town (this endpoint actually crosses the Texas state border and is in New Mexico). Glenrio is bisected by Route 66, with the majority of commercial development occurring on the north side of the highway while the south side of the road remained undeveloped (with the exception of one residence and a water-pumping facility). The properties under consideration are all located on the north side of the paved road. At least three of the properties in Glenrio are located in New Mexico, but have been considered part of the Texas survey. We recommend that both the Texas and the New Mexico resources and the road segment be included in the historic district.

Districts not related to the Route 66 context

This survey, while specifically focused on Route 66 related resources, has revealed several concentrations of historic buildings that merit further investigation. Although further research is needed to establish the historical significance of many of the commercial buildings not specifically related to Route 66, the integrity of a number of properties indicates the potentiality for at least three historic districts:

- McLean central business district: potentially would include thirty-three properties numbered 179-MC-16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 21A, 21B, 22, 23A, 23B, 23C, 23D, 24, 25, 26, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54A, 54B, 55A, 55B, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60 and 61. The specific boundaries have not been delineated as part of this survey, though would potentially consist of the three commercial blocks and the above-mentioned properties.

- Vega central business district: this is a small concentration of seven historic properties along the north side of the court house square. The district would potentially include properties numbered 359-VE-5 (Oldham County courthouse), 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. Properties 359-VE-4 (Philips 66 / Magnolia Gas Station) and 16 (Roark’s Hardware) are near but not directly adjacent to this proposed district, and might be considered either as a noncontiguous part of the district or as individually eligible.

- Otis Block, 2300-2306 West 6th Avenue, Amarillo: this block contains three buildings constructed in 1927 by Mr. Otis. These buildings are adjacent to one another, and retain a high degree of integrity. These could be considered as a small historic district.
Pre-1926 Roads

Texas Route 66 replaced a number of roads and highways that traversed the panhandle of Texas prior to the designation of U.S. 66 in 1926. This “replacement” was often achieved simply by renumbering an existing road and providing federally-supported improvements to the condition of the road. According to a December 1920 Highway Map of Texas (see Supplemental Map A), Route 66 was placed over the approximate located of Highway 13 from Glenrio to Amarillo. Highway 13 / Highway 5 then turns southeast and passes through Washburn, Claude and Clarendon. This same map does not show any passable highway running east along the future path of Route 66 between Amarillo and Benonine.

A map from the later 1920s (see Supplemental Map B) indicates that State Highway 75 stretched eastward from Washburn to Claude to Jericho, Alanreed, McLean and Shamrock, Benonine and across the state line into Oklahoma. In addition to these road designations, Highway 13 (from Glenrio to Amarillo) and Highway 75 (from Claude to Texola) bear the seal for the “United States Inter State Highway 60.” The designation of this route as “60” dates it approximately to late-1924 or 1925, when the Associated Highways Association of America appointed a Joint Board to develop a numbering system for national highways. The Board originally proposed that the route through the Panhandle of Texas be designated as Highway 60 – though by the time the numbering system was officially approved in November 1926 (and after a series of protests from national trails groups), the route was given the designation of U.S. 66 (and Highway 60 was assigned a more northeast-to-west route passing through Amarillo on the eastern edge). U.S. 60 as indicated on Supplemental Map B was never officially recognized as such, but became U.S. 66.

Supplemental Map B indicates a small, passable road directly between Amarillo and Conway (eventually to become Route 66). The legend of this map indicates that the portion of state highway 13 (future Route 66) existed as a “Third Class Road” (unpaved), the portion of Highway 5 running southeast from Amarillo to Claude ranked as a “First Class Road,” and the section of Highway 75 running east from Claude to the state line was listed as a “Second Class Road.” The conditions indicated on this map are likely inaccurate, as most other maps of the same period and later indicate only a small portion of road through Amarillo and near Conway were paved. The Jericho Gap was never paved, and the bypass was not installed and paved until 1937-38. See Supplemental Map D for status of road conditions in 1930.

While Supplemental Map B shows a clear path between Groom and Alanreed, Jerry McClanahan has mapped several alternative routes through what is known as the “Jericho Gap.” McClanahan’s work indicates that Highway 75 between Jericho and Goodnight (11.5 southeast of Claude) was planned, but never executed. McClanahan has provided several detailed maps that indicate pre-1926 routes (from the
Automobile Blue Book) as well as 1926-1932 alignments of Route 66. These have been indicated on Survey Maps.

Supplemental Map C, likely published in 1927 or 1928,\(^1\) indicates that a portion of road connected Amarillo (to the south of the rail line) to Washburn (via Pullman), then north and east toward Conway. If this route was ever in service (McClanahan indicates it was briefly used), it served as part of Route 66 for only a few years before the road passed from Amarillo directly to Conway.

From 1926 to ca. 1970

Historic maps (most date from 1933) compiled in Tom Snyder’s *The Route 66 Traveler’s Guide* provide excellent guidance for Route 66 through Texas as it existed from designation in 1926 to 1933 – though the majority of this route is relevant through the implementation of the Federal Highway Act of 1956. The major changes in Route 66 occur near McLean (the route was re-aligned in 1933 and again after 1956 created a wider by-pass road); through the Jericho Gap (efforts to by pass this portion began in 1933 and was complete by 1938); through Amarillo (Route 66 was re-routed to follow Amarillo Boulevard in 1953 and on the eastern edge of town re-routed around the newly-constructed airport in 1957); and between Adrian and Glenrio (the original route paralleled the railroad line but was late re-routed further to the north – the exact location of this segment of road is still under investigation). With these exceptions, Route 66 followed essential the same path from its inception to its closure. After the Federal Highway Act of 1956, road improvements only changed the alignment slightly – for the most part widening roads to four lanes and creating by-passes. Route 66 remained intact as the access road (on the south side of the new highway from the Oklahoma state line to Amarillo, and the on the northside of the new highway from Amarillo to Adrian).

Hand-drawn delineations on the Survey Maps will indicate the approximate location of Route 66 from 1926 to roughly 1956 – at this point, the USGS maps clearly indicate the path of the road. We have indicated any changes in alignments, for example, through Amarillo and the Jericho Gap. We have also indicated when the historic route and the approximate alignment of the historic route remain passable.

According to available documentation, improvements to Route 66 / Interstate 40 began in 1956 and were for the most part completed by 1960. By 1970, Interstate 40, with all of its by-passes and "business" routes had supplanted Route 66 throughout most of the Texas Panhandle.

---

\(^1\) This publication date is supported by Jerry McClanahan's article, “The Claude Controversy” (Route 66 Magazine, Spring 1997, p. 22) in which he describes the 1927 “Official Highway Map of Texas” and the map of the 1928 State Highway System as showing Route 66 running southeast from Amarillo to Washburn, then northeast from Washburn to Conway.
Survey Maps
United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey (USGS) quadrangle maps, 7.5 minute
topographical: 27 maps, numbered (from east to west) with Legend.

Supplemental Maps
Supplemental Map A: Highway Map of the State of Texas, Dec. 1, 1920
Supplemental Map B: C.A.M.A. New Revised Highway Map of Texas, ca. 1924-25
Supplemental Map C: Nation-wide Map, Highway Map and guide of Texas, ca. 1928
Supplemental Map D: Official State Highway Map of Texas, Sept. 1, 1930
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Supplemental Map G: Champlin Motor Trails Map, Texas, 1937.
Supplemental Map I: City of Amarillo Planning Department, U.S. 66 to 1953
Supplemental Map J: City of Amarillo Planning Department, U.S. 66, Fall 1953-1957
Supplemental Map K: City of Amarillo Planning Department, U.S. 66, 1957 to Oct. 1958
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SCALE IN MILES
McLEAN TO ALANREED (TEN MILES)

BEGIN: Downtown McLean at the corner of Main and First St. (First St. is older 66 and the westbound lanes of divided 66.)

LEFT on Main St., across Railroad St., cross old CRIP right of way (abandoned) and continue South.

RIGHT on I-40 service road to Hwy 273 (middle exit).

LEFT on Hwy 273, cross I-40 and continue South for one mile.

ALANREED TO JERICHO

BEGIN at corner of "Dirt 66" and two-lane 66 in ALANREED.

LEFT on pavement (WEST), past church and old motel.

AVOID I-40 off-ramp and continue West on south frontage road.

PAVEMENT ENDS after one mile, continue West. A short distance after the pavement ends, the frontage road cuts into the side of a bank. Here old 66 is obliterated by I-40 for a bit, then a piece of old asphalt cuts back into the dirt road from the right. (Parts of the route from Alanoed to the Donley County line share both Dirt 66 and the paved version.)

PAVEMENT RESUMES after one mile, from this point a likely alignment of older 66 follows the trackless path of the old RR back towards Alanoed.

Before the exit is reached, the frontage road enters a new cut which was dug to facilitate construction of the I-40 overpass. 66 followed the railroad higher up.

JOHNSON RANCH ROAD EXIT 3.5 miles from Alanoed. If you want to avoid a dead end stretch of 2.2 miles, re-enter I-40 Westbound here and proceed to the Lake McClellan exit. (Follows the four-lane 66 alignment.)

DEAD END SECTION:

CONTINUE WEST from exit on paved frontage road.

0.2 miles -- pavement resumes.

0.7 miles -- pavement ends. Paved two-lane 66 would have continued along the south side of I-40 from here, skirting the south side of the Rest Area and continuing along the original fence line to the next exit.

0.1 CATTLEGUARD and location of former RR-Xing

NOTE: The road beyond here is POSTED: NO TRESPASSING: The current dirt road ends past the site of the former Rockledge Station after 0.7 miles. "Dirt 66" continues along on the south side of the railroad to Jericho. (We'll rejoin this route later.)

TURN AROUND at the cattleguard and head back to the I-40 exit. Join I-40 WESTBOUND. (This is also the alignment of the divided 66 but heavily altered in grades and contour for I-40.)

LAKE MCCLELLAN EXIT: Cross over I-40 to the south frontage road and turn right. This road appears to be a remnant of the two-lane 66. The old RR and "Dirt 66" parallel closely on the left (south). At one point a locked gate leads to a private dirt road that follows older 66 back, to the east: to the west the ruts of older 66 are still visible on the south of the old RR banks.

PAVED ROAD ENDS (paved 66 would have continued on into I-40).

LEFT TURN onto dirt road to rejoin "Dirt 66."

0.3 miles -- old RR crossing and old 66 joining on the south (path visible back east 66 made a sharp bend here). Watch for high vegetation down the center of this north south section (in season).

0.4 miles -- follow curve at dirt road junction to RIGHT.

0.7 Junction Hwy 70 -- TURN RIGHT one tenth of a mile, then:

NEXT LEFT from Hwy 70 onto Westbound dirt road.

0.3 JERICHO. Old store and early tourist court on right, old foundation on the left.

JERICHO TO GROOM

WEST on "Dirt 66" from Jericho.

0.7 miles -- side road on left (to cemetery).

0.9 -- CROSSROAD: LEFT, then NEXT RIGHT (West).

1.0 mile -- "Dirt 66" curved to the left (now a private driveway).

FOLLOW NEWER DIRT ROAD straight west to rejoin 66 (old curvet visible on the left after 0.3 miles).

1.6 miles -- CROSSROAD: LEFT about 0.1 mile, then RIGHT on old 66. CONTINUE WEST through next crossroad at 1.2 miles.

0.9 -- CROSSROAD: TURN RIGHT on Boydston Road.

Old 66 ran North here for about one mile and would have turned West before reaching the county line, then running parallel to the line for about two miles, running north once past "Boydston" (now a name but a couple of old silos). Its path now broken by I-40, "Dirt 66" once connected with a dirt road on the north side of the freeway and then turned west towards Groom. Most of this is now on private property and obliterated, so to continue on to Groom:

PROCEED NORTH on Boydston Road to the south I-40 frontage road (once paved 66) and turn left to Groom.

OR: Instead of turning right at Boydston Road (from the east/west dirt road), STRAIGHT AHEAD would follow the route indicated in the 1923 Automobile Blue Book Guide. I have not been able to determine if this route to Groom was in effect in 1926, or if the route south of the county line was the first official 66 in this section. This route does briefly touch the "Boydston" route after three miles of zig-zagging. Merely follow the route to the south frontage road just east of the East Groom exit.

If you have made it all the way to Groom, congratulations for surviving the dreaded Jericho Gap!!
TEXAS
The Lone Star State

- Mountain time changes to Central time at GLEN ROY, situated in the grassy hollow of a small creek on the New Mexico-Texas border.
- VEGA—a typical Western cowboy town with a grain elevator and cattle shipping pens. Right from Vega on a dirt road lies the queen of Texas Ghost Towns—OLD TASCOSA. Tascosa was in its heyday about 1870. It offered the cowhands and buffalo hunters repose from the rigors of their frontier life on the plains. Isolated from the trappings of civilization, its floor hill is now filled with evidence of those who died in their boots. Life in Tascosa gradually faded, and today there remains only the old courthouse and a few crumbling structures.

This area through which U.S. 66 winds is called the TEXAS PANHANDLE, a region of endless prairies or gentle rolling hills. The State of Texas once thought so little of the Panhandle's future that it exchanged 10 Panhandle counties for the building of the state capitol at Austin. The early roads of the Panhandle were marked by burrows, plowed into the prairie soil. So severe was timber that the basic tree oak was unknown to every range rider in the Panhandle.

- AMARILLO, the largest city in the Panhandle, grew from a collection of hobo huts on a bare prairie to a modern city in 50 years. Capital of the oil and gas industry of this region, its pipelines extend from adjacent fields as far as the East Coast. One of the largest helium plants in the world is located nearby. Visitors will be interested in the huge cattle auction ring where auctions are held each Monday and Wednesday.

Mother-in-Law Day originated in Amarillo. It is an annual event including parades and prizes for the Youngest, the Oldest, and the "Mother-in-Law." Twenty-nine miles south of Amarillo is the PALO DURO CANYON STATE PARK. Many of the canyon's most beautiful views are seen by hikers. There are 50 miles of bridle paths and hiking trails are plentiful. The park contains about 14,000 acres, and four geologic ages are represented in the strata exposed by erosion.

- SHAMROCK is in the eastern part of the Panhandle gas field, one of the largest known gas reservoirs in the world. Shamrock also has several gasoline extraction plants.

OKLAHOMA
The Sooner State

- TEXOLA, on the Texas-Oklahoma border, combines syllables from the two state names to form its own. On the west edge of town, a historical marker calls attention to the fact that this region—The Land of Green—was the land claims of 15 different governments from 1639 down to the present.

- Highway 66 continues through a rolling and hilly region with deep red soil. ELK CITY is noted for its Sandhills Creek Project, the nation's first and largest attempt at sediment upstream flood control. The project has received nationwide acclaim as the most effective way, not only to halt flooding, but also to conserve irreplaceable soil.

Discovery of the Elk City Pool in 1947 has brought considerable growth to the city. Nearly 27,000,000 barrels of oil were produced during the field's first six years.

- Built on a bend of the Washita River, CLINTON is a shipping center for the surrounding cotton, wheat and cattle industry. Here, also, is the Western Oklahoma Tuberculosis Sanatorium and Clinton-Sherman Air Force Base, where intercontinental bomber units of the Strategic Air Command are based.

The Lake Clinton Dam and Waterworks is a 335-acre body of clear water noted for its fine game fishing. Clinton maintains a landscaped park around the lake and a campground below the dam.

- WEATHERFORD, situated in the center of a fertile farming area, was founded in 1883. At the northern edge of town is the Southwestern State College. The Clinton Indian Hospital, an institution opened by the Federal Government in 1933 to care for the sick among the Indian population, is nearby. And just beyond is the Oklahoma Lodge, where a practical and successful experiment in preserving the distinctive Indian arts and crafts of the Cheyenne and Arapahoes is being carried on.

About 25 miles north of the junction of U.S. 66 and State 98 is Roman Nose State Park, named for Chief Roman Nose of the Cheyenne Indians. Beecher Lake is well stocked with bass, crappie, trout, redear bluegill and catfish. Facilities include a swimming pool, golf course, horseback riding, trailer park and a new ultra modern air-conditioned lodge.

Just 39 miles south of the junction of U.S. Highways 66 and 281 at Atsala, you are suddenly in the Indian Capital of the World. Here you can visit the National...